Plan View:
- Male edges (2) of tray
- Trough for storm water detention, typ.
- Ridge above, typ.
- Drainage holes for consistent water metering
- (4) notches to receive irrigation line, one each side
- (10) drainage holes at bottom of each trough
- (2) female tray edges

Section-Elevation:
- Notch to receive irrigation drip lines, one each side of tray, typ.
- Pre-fabricated hole to receive pin for attaching trays and edger/flushing. Holes are on each side of tray.
- See enlarged section view "A"

General Reference:
"FTR GS02-13"
Applicable Systems:
"FTG VRS05-13"

"Fibertite Green Vegetated Roof System" Typical FTGVRS Tray Profile
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